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ABSTRACT 

Breast cancer is a curse to complete human race. It grows inside breast cells silently, and 

soon it spreads to the whole body; as a result, the patient dies very soon. According to recently 

published reports, about 12.5% women are suspected of developing invasive breast cancer during 

their lifetime in the United States. Mammography, an imaging technique, is used in most breast 

cancer detection methods. A typical mammogram has poor contrast; as a result, doctors often 

overlook microcalcifications while using mammograms. In this study, we introduce a computer-

based image analysis methodology to examine mammograms. Our proposed methodology selects 

doubtful areas on images, extracts hidden attributes of the selected areas, assesses the extracted 

values, and helps classify the images as benign or malignant. A simulation platform is developed 

using popular MATLAB tool to evaluate the proposed methodology. Open source mammogram 

images from Digital Database for Screening Mammogram (DDSM) and Mammographic Image 

Analysis Society (MIAS) are used to run the simulation programs. Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(LDA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms are used to analyze the extracted feature 

values. 

The proposed methodology has potential to accurately examine the suspicious regions in 

mammograms, because the suspicious regions are converted into equivalent digital values. 

Experimental results suggest that feature extraction is a promising way to analyze mammogram 

images to treat breast cancer. LDA and SVM methods provide 100% accuracy while classifying 

the images. It is observed that the geometrical features (such as radius of the selected area) have 

less or zero impact in detecting cancer. However, the textural features (such as standard deviation 

of the extracted values) have significant impact in classifying the images as malignant or benign. 

This work can be extended to study other types of cancer such as lung and ovarian cancer. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Cancer is a deadly disease, which can start in any internal organ; slowly it spreads to the 

entire body and the patient dies [1]. Each year American Cancer Society publish more number of 

new cancer cases and deaths caused by it. For the year 2015-2016, they forecast 1,658,370 new 

cancer cases and 589,430 cancer deaths only in the United States. Therefore, it is expected that the 

statistics will be very high for the entire world [2]. Among all types of cancer, breast cancer is the 

second leading cause of death in the United States [3]. Current solutions to diagnosing cancer are 

not adequate due to less promising computer technology and high false negative results. In this 

work, we propose a computer-assisted methodology to help doctors with breast cancer analysis.  

1.1 Cancer: A Deadly Disease  

The general definition of cancer is uncontrollable cell division. In a normal human body, 

new cells grow when the body needs them and they replace old or died cells. Therefore, a healthy 

body can balance the total number of cells. In Figure 1, normal cell division and cancer cell 

division are illustrated. 

   

Figure 1. Cell division [4]. 
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Normal cell division is obvious to all human being. Nevertheless, cancer cells grow without any 

need, and they never die. Soon these cancer cells form a lump, which is known as tumors [5]. 

Tumors are subdivided into two categories: benign and malignant. Benign tumors stop growing 

after certain time-usually doctors consider this type of tumor as harmless. The other one, malignant 

tumor, never stops growing, it can even spread to other organs through the bloodstream- it is 

considered dangerous. 

1.1.1 Types of Cancer 

            Cancer can grow almost all types of cells. Typically, we name it according to the place 

where it found for the first time. As an example, if cancer found in lungs, we call it lung cancer, 

or if we find it in the breast, we call it breast cancer. In this work, among different types of cancer, 

we focus on breast cancer treatment because, breast cancer is most common, extremely dangerous, 

and treatment of breast cancer is not satisfactory [1].  

1.1.2 Breast Cancer 

As the name suggests, breast cancer starts in breast cells and soon it invades neighbor cells, 

and finally, it spreads to the entire body through the bloodstream. Generally, breast cancer is curable 

if it can be diagnosed in early stages. Primarily, breast cancer screening or diagnosis done by 

mammography images. There are some other techniques also, which are used also in some special 

cases.    

1.1.2.1 Anatomical Structure of Breast  

Typically, breast cancer found in women breast cells; so in this research, we consider 

women breast as a primary birthplace of breast cancer. As shown in Figure 2, two anatomical 

views of the human breast, one is a frontal view, and the other one is a side view.   
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Figure 2. Anatomical structure of women breast [6].   

A female breast consists of cells, lobes, nipple, ducts, fibrous, stroma, and fatty tissues [6]. Each 

breast contains 15-20 lobes that have milk-producing glands. The lobule has ductal tubes or 

channels that carry milk from these glands to the nipple.  The shape of a breast is supported by the 

lobules and ducts, surrounded by the ligaments and fatty tissues. Lymph nodes play an important 

role in the removal of bacteria that may cause disease to organisms and fights against infections 

from abnormal cells [7, 8]. The development of breast in size, shape, and its function changes with 

the stages of parental development, infantile growth, pubertal development, adult, and 

postmenopausal involution. The study of breast development helps to understand the links in breast 

cancer [9, 10]. 

1.1.2.2 Non-Invasive and Invasive Breast Cancer 

Breast cancer is two types: non-invasive breast cancer and invasive breast cancer. Non-

invasive breast cancer does not invade or spread to other cells. Invasive breast cancer breaks the 

wall of the tissue and spread all over the breast; it very common type breast cancer [11]. The 

following figure shows healthy milk ducts, non-invasive cancer milk duct, and invasive milk duct. 
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    (a)                                                 (b)                                                   (c)                                               

           Figure 3. Normal, non-invasive, and invasive milk duct [11]. 

Figure 3, demonstrates the cellular structure of milk duct. In the figure, (a) is a normal milk gland- 

all cells grow in an equal and nice fashion; (b) is non-invasive breast cancer- cells grow  randomly 

but stay inside milk gland; (c) is invasive breast cancer- cells grow randomly and spread out from 

milk gland [12].     

1.2.      Brief Statistics of Cancer 

According to a recent report from the American Society of Clinical Oncology, cancer will 

become the leading cause of death in the United States in the next 15 years [13]. The number of 

new cancer cases is expected to be 2.3 million annually by 2030. Among them, around 231,840 

new breast cancer cases will be diagnosed and more than 60,290 will be malignant type [14]. In 

the United States, approximately 1 out of 8 women is being diagnosed with breast cancer [15]. 

According to the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI) 2010 SEER (The Surveillance, Epidemiology, 

and End Results) Cancer Statistics Review, shows that 2,09,060 new cases diagnose, while 40,230 

deaths occur [15, 16]. In 2012 (the statistics are subjected to worldwide), there are 14 million new 

cancer cases and 8.2 million deaths [17]. In women, the most common cancer diagnosed are breast, 

cervix, lung, stomach, and lung cancer. The expectation rise in cancer will be from 14 million to 

22 million within the next two decades [16]. Alcohol and tobacco are the most important risk 
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factors for causing cancer and is around 20% globally. The reasons for the origin of cancer can be 

many like parental, environmental, aging, addiction habits like alcohol, and tobacco, etc. The 

major death rate of cancers is based on [14] and is shown in Table 1 

TABLE 1 

DEATH RATE OF CANCER 

Serial No. Type of Cancer Death rate (millions) 

1 Lung 1.59 

2 Liver 0.74 

3 Stomach 0.72 

4 Colorectal 0.69 

5 Breast 0.52 

6 Esophageal 0.40 

                      

 In 2014, the people under cancer diagnosis reach nearly 14.5 million; it is expected to rise to 

almost 19 million by 2024. In 2015, new cases of cancer diagnose in the United States and 

estimated number is 1,658,370 and 589,430 die from the disease. The most common cancer in 

2015 are breast cancer, prostate cancer, bladder cancer, thyroid cancer, lung and bronchus cancer, 

etc. [15]. The detailed rise in breast cancer according to the statistics of last five annual SEER 

reports, with the lifetime risk of 1 in 8 is illustrated in Table 2.  
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TABLE 2 

LIFETIME RISK OF BREAST CANCER [17] 

Serial No. Year Range Risk in % 

1 2001-2003 12.7 

2 2002-2004 12.3 

3 2003-2005 12 

4 2004-2006 12.1 

5 2005-2007 12.4 

   

 

The average woman’s risk of being diagnosed at different ages is displayed in Table 3. The 

probabilities shown are based on the whole population of the United States. The data shown in 

Tables 2 and 3, may have slight differences due to the variation in population and breast cancer 

screening rates. The health professionals use the Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool to calculate 

the individual risk of a woman [18, 19]. BRCA1 and BRCA2 are major susceptibility genes that 

confer high lifetime risks for both breast cancer and it is approximately 15-20% [18, 19, 20].  The 

name BRCA is derived from first two letters of ‘BReast’ and first two letters of ‘CAncer’. BRCA1 

and BRCA2 are responsible for 30% of hereditary breast cancer cases worldwide. In normal cells, 

these genes help to prevent cancer by making proteins. The lifetime risk of BRCA1 is above 80% 

and 45% for BRCA2 [21, 22]. 
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TABLE 3 

DIAGNOSIS OF AVERAGE AMERICAN WOMAN’S RISK 

Serial No. Age  Percentage of 

Cancer Attack 

Probability of 

Cancer Attach 

in Number 

1 30 0.44 1 in 227 

2 40 1.47 1 in 68 

3 50 2.38 1 in 42 

4 60 3.56 1 in28 

5 70 3.82 1 in 26 

 

The chances of prediction of breast cancer are typical rather than following the American Cancer 

Society’s guidelines for early detection. Any woman with increased risk factor of cancer based on 

family history, genetic mutation of BRCA gene, etc. can be diagnosed with better approaches, 

when they consult a doctor earlier. For high risk of BRCA mutation in women, U.S. Preventive 

Services Task Force (USPSTF) refers to genetics professional testing to evaluate the pros and cons. 

Nowadays, many cancer centers employ a genetic counselor to explain the risks and benefits of 

testing and also provides the insurance information that can be covered for the test [23]. In 2002, 

USPTF recommends mammography screening as part of early detection and it should be held for 

women aged 40 years or older. Moreover, the USPTF recommends screening in every 1 to 2 years, 

irrespective of clinical breast examination (CBE) [23]. With the improvements in screening, 

incidence increase in cancer growth with age [24, 25, 26] and mortality rate has been reduced since 

1990 [27, 28, 29].   
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However, the number of new cases of breast cancer are continued the same since 2003 

[30]. Women in the United States get breast cancer rather than esophageal and skin cancer. Studies 

also show that breast cancer also has an impact on race and ethnicity. For example, Hispanic have 

a lower risk of developing and dying from breast cancer compared to White and Black [31]. The 

incidence and death rates per 100,000 women by race/ethnicity is shown in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

INCIDENCE AND DEATH RATE BY RACE/ETHNICITY [31] 

 

Serial 

No. 

Location: United States; Year: 2011 

Parameter White Black Hispanic 

1 Incidence rate 122.8 121.2 92.1 

2 Death rate 20.9 30.2 14.1 

 

1.3       Motivation 

Presently, Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system plays a good role in breast cancer 

diagnosis [32, 33]. CAD system is a platform for analyzing different medical images; for breast 

cancer, it uses mammogram images. Internally, CAD uses several algorithms to analyze medical 

images. However, due to low accuracy of CAD system, doctors use it just as a tool to visualize 

images; to determine cancer they use their personal experience. Therefore, there is always a room 

for development; computer scientists are the only people who can take responsibility to develop 

better algorithms. Universities like UCB, Brown University, University of South Florida, etc. 

claim computer engineers can stop breast cancer [33, 34]. At Wichita State University, we notice 
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an image can produce a matrix of its pixel values. This motivates us to start research on breast 

cancer.   

1.4       Problem Description 

 Breast cancer is a deadly disease. There are many image analysis methods available to treat 

breast cancer. However, they are not adequate to treat cancer.  

1.5      Contributions 

In this thesis, we propose a computer-based methodology to improve the diagnosis of 

breast cancer. Major contributions in this research include: 

 Select region of interests of mammogram images and extract feature values to 

analyze breast cancer.  

 Develop a method to analyze extracted feature values to classify cancer using 

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).   

 Convert images to equivalent matrices for computer analysis to various diseases. 

1.5   Thesis organization 

This thesis manuscript is organized as follows: 

In Chapter 2, we discuss in details of all important terms and techniques used in breast 

cancer detection. 

In Chapter 3, we introduce the proposed computer-based mammogram image analysis 

methodology. We also discuss the workflow and algorithms of the proposed methodology 

comprehensively.  

In Chapter 4, we describe experimental details, which are considered in this research. 

In Chapter 5, we illustrate some experimental results to evaluate the proposed 

methodology. 
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Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude this research and list some possible future scopes of 

research in this field. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this chapter, we discuss the theoretical survey of breast cancer related information that 

has been considered in this research. Firstly, we discuss breast cancer symptoms, therefore, 

different screening methods, and finally, various computer techniques used to treat breast cancer. 

2.1 Breast Cancer Symptoms 

Breast cancer does not have a set of symptoms by which, it can be identified by a normal 

person. Doctors or medical practitioners usually look for multiple symptoms and take help from 

imaging techniques. There are a few terms related to breast cancer, such as calcification, palpable 

lump, uneven shape, and genetically transferred symptoms, etc. Now we discuss them briefly.     

Calcification: Calcification can be defined as Calcium deposition in breast cells [35]. 

Normally, during pregnancy breast produce milk. Breast milk contains Calcium. Later on, in post 

pregnancy period when milk production is reduced, the milk-producing glands start to store 

Calcium in breast tissue.  This is known as calcification. Often time this calcification cause problem 

to women. This calcification is too tiny to feel but they can be seen on a mammogram. Mostly two 

types of Calcium can be found in breast cells: Calcium Phosphate and Calcium Oxalate. Calcium 

Phosphate causes bigger and whiter spot in a mammogram, whereas Calcium Oxalate appears as 

small white dots. Calcification can be one of the symptoms of breast cancer; almost in 20% of cases, 

it develops breast cancer [29, 30]. 

Palpable lump: Breast lumps are tumors. The word ‘palpable’ means ‘we can feel it’. Lumps 

feel different from their surrounding cells; that is why women can feel this by self-study. All breast 

lumps are not cancerous even few lumps can move place to place inside breast [36]. These movable 
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lumps are not harmful at all. If any lump does not change its place, then it needs medical attention. 

Some shapes of lumps and probable decisions are listed in Table 5. 

TABLE 5 

SHAPE OF LUMPS AND PROBABLE DECISION OF DOCTORS [36, 37] 

Shape Likely Benign Suspicious Highly Suspicious of Malignancy 

Round X   

Oval X   

Lobular X X  

Irregular   X 

  

 

Uneven shape: Uneven shape of breast known as breast asymmetry in medical science. 

Medical practitioners consider this as primary symptoms of breast cancer.  It is common and 

perfectly normal having an uneven size breasts. However, sometimes due to breast cancer’s 

presence breast size can be Uneven [37, 38].   

2.2 Different Methods of Breast Cancer Screening 

Breast cancer diagnosis starts with the screening process. During the screening process, 

breast anatomical imaging is performed using different imaging modalities. Few common imaging 

modalities are mammography, ultrasonography, magnetic resonance imaging, and positron 

emission tomography. Now we explain each imaging modality separately.  

Mammography: Mammography is a low-dose x-ray imaging system. The image produced 

by mammography is known as a mammogram. Mammography is low in radiation but high in 
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accuracy. According to American Cancer Society, every woman above 45years old should go for 

routine breast mammography [39-41]. 

Mammograms are two types: analog mammogram and digital mammogram. Analog 

mammogram is similar to the film x-ray whereas digital mammogram creates digital images and 

stores in a computer. Analog mammograms have drawbacks. They have lesser contrast than digital 

mammograms. Analog or film mammograms are generated in indirect x-ray detection method 

which is limited to a range of x-ray exposure. On the other hand, advantages of digital 

mammograms are: low signal-to-noise ratio, enhanced image quality, better contrast, and 

resolution over analog mammograms [40, 41]. 

In breast cancer diagnosis, imaging is known as screening. Two types of screenings are 

performed: screening mammography and diagnostic mammography. Screening mammography 

helps to detect breast cancer in asymptomatic population [41]. Screening mammography is 

performed in two different views: the Craniocaudal (CC) and the Mediolateral Oblique (MLO). In 

screening mammography usually, four images are taken, two images for each breast [41]. When a 

suspicious region is found in the screening mammogram, therefore diagnostic mammography is 

advised. Diagnostic mammograms help to look into the suspicious region in depth.  

Disadvantages of mammograms are: less sensitive to denser breast, so mammograms are 

not advisable above 60 years age [42]. Another drawback of mammogram is high false positive 

and false negative reading [43, 44]. In the following figure, we show a healthy breast and a cancer 

breast mammogram (see Figure 3).  
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 Figure 3. Sample mammograms. (a) represents a normal breast and  

(b) represents cancer tumor .  

  

In Figure 3, a healthy and a cancer-affected breast image are shown side by side. Imaging modality 

is mammography. In the above figure, image (b) attenuates more x-ray due to the presence of 

Calcium in the cancer cells. Thus, we can see a white spot in the upper left corner of the image (b). 

In contrast with cancer cells, the normal breast has less accumulated spots, although some whitish 

lines are present due to fatty tissue of breast. 

Ultrasound: Ultrasound is an imaging modality, which is used in diagnosis of breast cancer. 

In this technique, a computer operated high-frequency ultrasound device is kept over the breast 

and a transducer is placed opposite side of breast [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. When ultrasound enters 

breast cell, several cells interfere with it, and finally, the transducer catches the reflected signal 

and displays internal organs and flow of blood in vessels [50]. Now we show two ultrasound 

images, one is normal breast and another with cancer tumor (see Figure 4). 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 4. Sample ultrasound image. (a) represents a normal breast and 

(b) represents cancer tumor [51]. 

 

In Figure 4, a normal breast ultrasound and a cancer breast ultrasound are illustrated. The image 

on the left-hand side (a) is a normal breast image and right-hand side (b) is cancer breast image. 

In the image (b), a dark hole is recorded, the reason behind this is: most tumor contains fluid; fluid 

appears dark in ultrasound [51].    

Advantage of ultrasound is: it is free from ionizing radiation. However, the main drawback 

is, ultrasound cannot be used alone. Every time doctors need a mammogram to select the 

suspicious region then they perform an ultrasound to see how fast cancer is spreading in 

surrounding cells [51, 52].  

Magnetic Resonance Imaging: Magnetic Resonance Imaging or MRI is another technique 

of breast cancer detection. MRI creates a strong magnetic field around the breast, which penetrates 

breast cells; then a computer screen shows the internal organs. This process is little expensive. 
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However, MRI can create high contrast image of internal cell structure and soft tissues. MRI test 

helps to find cancer tumor without experiencing any radiation [53]. MRI can penetrate dense breast 

cells and shows size of the tumor, even it can show tumors situated inside muscles. MRI has a 

major disadvantage; it is very prone to false negative reading. Other than that, MRI takes longer 

time [52, 54, 55]. 

Breast Tomography: It is an improved technology over mammography. Breast tomography 

uses 3-dimensional x-ray technique. It takes multiple images from different angles. The accuracy 

and clarity of breast tomography is higher than mammograms. Nevertheless, one of the major 

drawbacks of this technology is- it is not available at all medical centers and hospitals. It will be 

popular in near future [43, 50, 52]. 

Positron Emission Tomography: Positron Emission Tomography (PET) helps to detect 

cancer area and body cells, which are affected by cancer. PET scan has two parts, first part starts 

with a radioactive chemical injection known as Fludeoxyglucose (FDG). Studies show that cancer 

cells grow faster than normal cells, which need more food than a normal cell; as a result, cancer 

cells absorb more FDG. FDG has a physical characteristic, that it emits gamma ray. The second 

part of PET scan, records the emitted gamma rays from FDG, and then images are reconstructed 

by computer [50, 52].  

Other Methods of Breast Cancer Diagnosis: Many expert groups recommend genetic 

testing based on different considerations like aging, and parental. Genetic testing is suggested by 

doctors, if others in their family have a certain pattern of disease [55]. The person can consider 

herself to go with genetic testing if they find the cancer pattern from first-degree relatives, single 

gene mutation, at younger age, close relatives with inherited cancer syndromes, and any one family 

member who have already had genetic testing. The importance of genetic testing and their 
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drawbacks should be known through a genetic counselor before the actual test. The suggestions 

from counselor and family members towards testing  not only helps individual but also gives the 

information about which of your family members might also be affected. The counselor can 

identify the exact mutation in that gene and it can be easy for the doctors to diagnose based on the 

reports of testing [56]. BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes account for 60% of inherited breast cancers. 

The probability of hereditary cancer is only 5 to 10%, whereas the maximum possibility of breast 

(80%) cancers are sporadic [57]. Genetic information is essential in planning therapies and 

surgeries. Genetic testing reduces the risk of cancer deaths and the patient should know the pros 

and cons of testing in prior. Even though the testing may not accurate, it helps to take precautionary 

or recommendation steps from doctors for further treatments. The patient can think about disease-

preventing surgery that can remove breasts, ovaries, or both in order to avoid cancer.  If the type 

of cancer is known to women, then the counseling and testing can help to make a decision about 

surgery or to settle on careful supervision of remaining breast to avoid spreading. If the result of a 

genetic testing is negative, the families may take over from stress or anxiety. Similarly, if the result 

is positive, this helps the family and patient to decide on further precautionary steps. The positive 

result helps to find the unknown cancer early and it could be beneficial to start the treatment in 

prior, that can save money and chances of success to get rid of cancer. After identifying the gene 

or type of cancer, doctors can suggest the possible therapies and/or medications to reduce the risk 

of developing the breast cancer. The alternatives to medication are possible when genes/mutation 

are detected earlier. A participation in a clinical trial can benefit from taking preventive steps. If 

the patient participates in a clinical study as a research program, at some point the patient get 

diagnosed to put an end to cancer. The earlier we detect cancer, the possibility of treating cancer 

will be easy, and other family members will have a chance to plan or adopt new lifestyle that could 
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counter cancer effects [56, 57]. To detect the mutation carriers like BRCA1, surveillance behaviors 

associated to breast cancers are assessed by computer-assisted telephone services and this process 

is prior to genetic counseling and testing. The test results will unknown carriers were compared to 

determine the impact of cancer. Based on the results of genetic testing, the women would be 

recommended for further screening procedures such as mammography, clinical breast exam, 

mastectomy, transvaginal ultrasound, breast self-exam, and CA125 [57]. The drawbacks or 

limitations of genetic testing are the inability of detecting all mutations, inaccurate, indefinite 

interventions, and financial harm. The genetic results, specifically for breast and colon cancers 

may be inaccurate. The flaws in reading or observational errors of the test results may reduce the 

anticipation of success in treating cancer. There is no efficient method to prevent breast cancer, 

even though the medication is in progress. Due to the weak policies in detecting mutation and lack 

of standardization method that can be applied to any lab, is also a disadvantage of genetic testing. 

A false positive report may create anxiety and tension in the patient and their family members. 

Sometimes, based on genetic testing, even the breast is removed does not guarantee that cancer is 

completely cured or may be an undesirable removal of breast [56,57,58].  

General test results do not guarantee in identifying the healthy genes. Few genes may 

appear as normal, even though they are the abnormal genes that cause cancer. If the test result is 

negative, and the true gene is not recognized accurately, then the risk of cancer is at high. As the 

test is extended to the family members, the woman may feel regretful and stressed if she is 

accountable in passing the abnormal gene to her children [59]. The penetrance of cancer and 

transfer of BRCA1 mutation varies among people. The variation is due to the functions of mutation 

in the gene, environmental impact, personal addiction, etc. The report based on the results of 

linkage analysis of 145 families, and majority of them contain breast cancer. The larger part of 
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breast cancer has linkage to BRCA1 mutation, which is approximately 76% of 145 families [58]. 

From the study, Breast Cancer Linkage Consortium (BCLC) estimated that above 45% of families 

are at higher risk of cancer and they are linked to 17q locus. According to BCLC, the analysis 

based on 24 families gathered through worldwide estimates a risk of 595 by age 50 years and 82% 

by age 70 years for breast cancers. The information of risk level reduces the mortality and 

morbidity. However, it is unclear that how genetic testing could prevent or detect cancer at an early 

stage. The risk factor is only 5-10% in other families for those who have weak history of breast, 

even though they have BRCA1 mutation [58]. The average rate of cancer in general population is 

10% below the age of 35 years women and is 13% under 30 years. The risk factor with this gene 

is high when it is associated with family rather than in general population [59, 60, 61].   

2.3 Computer Techniques in Breast Cancer Research 

 So far, we have seen basic structure of breast and statistics of it, all information were 

related to biological science. In current section, we discuss how computer engineers can help to 

stop the threat of breast cancer. In the last decade, many computer scientist from renowned 

universities have claimed that computer scientist can stop cancer [33, 34]. Computer scientist can 

develop algorithms, which could be save lives of thousands. Besides that, to treat cancer, doctors 

are very much dependent on computer technology: computed tomography, mammography, etc. 

[48, 49, 53]. 

However, the treatment starts by identifying the stage of cancer and it can be estimated 

from the reports of mammograms scans. Early detection of breast cancer using digital imaging 

processing can make progress in the recovery of patients, and thus enhance the survival rate. 

Physicians get to know the size of tumor from mammograms scans. Imaging is a crucial element 

in various disciplines like medical, and other clinical practice. Computer quantification and 
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visualization tools based on UNIX workstations are popular but expensive. Analysis can be 

accomplished even with economical hardware and software on a regular desktop computer. There 

are plenty of imaging techniques to analyze images, which can reveal visual and physiological 

features. Computer aided diagnosis system is widely used in breast cancer treatment [48, 49, 50] . 

2.3.1 CAD System 

CAD or Computer Aided Diagnosis is a known term in breast cancer diagnosis. In the 

following figure, a schematic diagram of CAD is shown. 

 

Figure 5. CAD System [32]. 

 

Figure 5 shows different components of CAD system. Here current images block for four pictures 

taken from CC (side view) and MLO (top view) view. Previous images are patient’s old images. 

Anamnesis data includes patient’s family records and personal health parameters. The 

preprocessing section does image enhancement. Lesion detection block has several algorithm 

available including neural network ,texture analysis, heuristic methods, wavelet transform based 

method etc. but none of them is can detect perfectly. Validation section finds if suspicious location 
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detected then different algorithm used to justify or reject the detection. Sometimes, it does compare 

with old database and old patterns. Classification consists of findings and probability like measure 

reliability of the diagnosis. Decision block does the final step, anamnesis data and result from all 

blocks are included, and best possible diagnosis is determined [32]. CAD system uses different 

image enhancing methods such as denoising, smoothing, filtering, histogram equalization, etc. 

Smoothing reduces noises and blurring. During smoothing the main image size kept same, because 

any alteration may lead to wrong diagnosis. Some popular techniques of smoothing are exponential 

smoothing, Laplacian smoothing, kernel smoothing, etc. Filtering is an important stage to remove 

unwanted component of image, such as patients’ arm, x-ray plate number, etc. In breast cancer 

research two common types of filtering are high pass filtering and low pass filtering. Low pass 

filter separates high-frequency content from an image, and high pass filter does the opposite work. 

Butterworth low pass filtering methods are used in CAD systems. Few other important filing 

methods are Analog low pass, Chebyshev type 1 and type 2 filter, 2D digital filter, square root 

Kalman filter, steady state Kalman filter, Wiener filter, etc [40]. Denoising is similar to filtering 

process. Denoising reduces out of focus, movement of the patient during diagnosis or artifacts of 

imaging problems. Some important denoising techniques used in breast cancer research are linear 

filtering, notch filter, band rejection, etc. Histogram is a frequency plot of an image. It provides a 

visual representation of mammogram intensity distribution. Classical histogram, Adaptive 

histogram, Multi-decomposition histogram are popular histogram techniques [40].  

Literature review shows that different algorithm is used in CAD system; out of them, we 

mention a few important algorithms. Fourier transform and log transform based algorithms are 

earlier algorithms of CAD systems [61]. This method applies Fourier transform to transform the 

image into frequency domain and then it applies log transform to locate the abnormalities. The 
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disadvantages of this method are the output image is very unclear, this method detects the tumors, 

or the mass regardless it is malignant or benign [62]. Another methodology used in CAD system 

is top hat image processing approach [63]. It dilates cells and determines size distribution for top 

hat image. Disadvantage of this algorithm is gap filling between two cells, which sometimes 

change the original tumor size. Another previous methodology is based on MATLAB and Labview 

platform [63]. Disadvantages are 20 patients images used to record result and validation is not 

clear, even this method records many false negative detections. 

2.3.2 Tools and Programing Languages 

In breast cancer, computer technology plays a major role. As a part of treatment, patients 

are asked to go for multiple screening processes. Screening is processed by which doctors take a 

picture of internal organs of breast. Several different techniques available for screening like 

mammogram, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), breast tomography, ultrasound, etc. Each of 

these imaging techniques is useless without computer technology. Almost all the imaging 

techniques use software in order to process the image so that doctors can interpret that. 

 Many researchers try to build a system, which can identify breast cancer cell. Software’s 

like Matlab, LabVIEW, Medical imaging, MeVisLab, Bioimaging software, etc. are used to 

process the image and analyze the scientific information [65, 66]. The survey based on image 

processing algorithms like C++, Python, Java, Matlab, LabVIEW, etc. are reviewed with few 

questions involving real problems. The survey results had recorded that most of the time Matlab 

and LabVIEW are preferred due to their easiness of coding, flexibility, and image processing 

toolbox. The programming can be dynamic or static based on the research or component to be 

investigated. The Matlab programming software can be used as a tool for medical image 

processing, parallel processing, and mathematical equation analyze, simulation, data analysis, etc. 
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Matlab is especially more convenient to research and teaching in engineering education [67, 68]. 

The study reveals that more than 60% of the respondents opt for MATLAB in order to get benefit 

of image processing work. Matlab provides a comprehensive set of imaging techniques that can 

be accomplished with reference standard algorithms, analysis, visualization, and other graphical 

tools. The tool package, mostly medical imaging, can be recommended based on five core 

capabilities such as image utilities, filtering and transformation, compression, image analysis and 

programming, and data analysis. Matlab is a more user-friendly tool that gives the flexibility in 

few features such as image enhancement, image blurring, image resize, filtering, noise reduction, 

segmentation, image registration, Open CV, built-in algorithms for image processing and 

computer vision applications. Matlab uses language script to customize statistical tests and it can 

be easily customized to handle large matrices and its manipulation [69, 70].  

2.4 Summary 

 In Chapter 2, we discuss different imaging modalities of breast cancer and their advantages 

and disadvantages. We also describe few symptoms, by which doctors suspect the presence of 

breast cancer. We display CAD system; shortcomings of CAD system do not allow doctors to trust 

on computer-aided diagnosis of cancer. We hope this discussion will help to understand the need 

of proposed methodology of breast cancer.  

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 PROPOSED MAMMOGRAM IMAGE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, we introduce our proposed methodology. We describe workflow of the 

proposed methodology-preprocessing, region of interest selection, feature extraction, and analysis 

of extracted features values.  

3.1 Introduction 

Breast cancer can be diagnosed if it is detected in early stage. Presently there is no such 

technology, which can detect and classify breast tumors efficiently. In this work, we develop an 

algorithm to detect microcalcifications or breast tumors. The proposed system extracts features of 

the suspicious area; therefore, we use Wald’s Method and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to 

classify them as benign or malignant. So briefly, the proposed system takes mammogram images 

as an input and produces output by detecting and classifies breast tumors. 

The term microcalcification is nothing but white spots inside the breast. The primary factor 

for growing microcalcification is deposits of Calcium, which is a natural process above 40years. 

Clustered microcalcifications are symptoms of future breast cancer. So our goal is to 

microcalcification detection and determine that the detected region is cancerous or not. 

3.2 Proposed Methodology 

Proposed methodology uses mammogram images and detects suspicious region and then 

it takes a decision about the malignancy of suspected region. Figure 6 shows a pictorial 

representation of proposed system. For simplicity, we subdivide the first step: microcalcification 

detection, into preprocessing and detection algorithm sections.  
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of proposed methodology. 

Current mammogram images represent mammogram images of patient. This images going through 

three main processing unit, they are preprocessing (1), ROI detection (2), feature extraction (3), 

and analysis (5). Preprocessing block prepares the input mammogram for further processing. ROI 

detection detects region of interest or suspicious regions. Feature extraction extracts geometrical 

and texture features. Analysis block classifies the ROI as benign or malignant.  

3.2.1 Preprocessing 

Preprocessing (2a) is mandatory for any image-based system. Generally, all types of 

biological images are not correctly formatted for further processing. Preprocessing includes steps 

like background removal, image type conversion, unsharp mask, contrast adjustment, and filtering 

of image. Now we discuss the proposed preprocessing algorithm and the functions used in 

preprocessing section. We use .pgm (portable gray map) images that are known as standard 

biological image format. Figure 7 shows step-by-step preprocessing algorithm. 
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Figure 7. Workflow of preprocessing. 

The first step, provide a digital mammogram image to the system. After that, background is 

removed from the input mammogram. During background removal, unwanted skin and tissue 

portion is removed from the mammogram. We use ‘morphological open’ function to execute this 

step. A morphological function performs an operation on grayscale image with the help of 

structuring element. Image format of mammograms are used in this experiment is .pgm (portable 

gray map) and 12bit or 8bit depth; pixel ranges are 0-4095 and 0-255 respectively. Due to high 

pixel range, we prefer to do the computation in gpuArray format. GpuArray format uses GPU 

(graphical computation unit) which generate result faster than traditional computation.  

After background removal, mammogram loses brightness; therefore, contrast correction is 

done to improve the brightness. Contrast correction is performed via inbuilt Matlab function 
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‘unsharp mask’ and ‘imadjust’ functions. Unsharp mask returns sharpen image with enhanced 

edges. Unsharp mask has inbuilt control elements so, the amount of sharpening can be controlled. 

The function imadjust maps the intensity of mammogram image to new values, such that 1% of 

data is saturated at low and high intensities. This two function enhance contrast of mammogram 

images. 

The next step is median filtering. During the background removal and contrast correction, 

we observe, that some noise gets to add to the image. The type of noise is ‘salt and pepper’.  Among 

all types of filters, a median filter can remove salt and pepper noise very efficiently. The output of 

median filter is input image of the next proposed section, ROI detection.  

3.2.2 Region of Interest Detection 

Region of interest or ROI are suspicious areas, where cancer source microcalcification or 

cancer tumors can be found. The fundamental concept behind the algorithm is breast tumors are 

composed of Calcium Phosphate and Calcium Oxalate, known as microcalcification; Calcium has 

a chemical property, it can reflect more x-ray compared to other breast cells. Thus, we find brighter 

spots in the mammogram scan images, if microcalcification is present. The proposed ROI detection 

process finds those brighter spots in mammogram images. The whole procedure is illustrated in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Workflow of ROI algorithm. 

The first step of ROI detection is, collect the output of preprocessing section. The next step is an 

optional step for grayscale images and mandatory for RGB images. In this research, we consider 

only .pgm (portable gray map) format images so gray conversion step is optional. The next 

intermediate step is, plot the histogram- to visualize image intensity distribution. Therefor 

thresholding is performed; it is a process of assigning a cut-off value to an image. The cut-off value 

is usually decided from the histogram plot.  All pixels above the cut-off value are denoted by one 

and rest of the pixels are denoted by zero.  This process is known as binary image conversion. The 
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following step records edges or perimeter of breast cells. An existing edge detection algorithm is 

used during edge detection, known as canny edge detection. Edge can be defined as, the boundary 

between two uniform regions. Most of the edge detection algorithms are developed based on the 

intensity difference between two neighboring pixels. Sometimes this difference comes as very 

small so that, we cannot differentiate the edges. Canny edge detection allows control or defines 

the criterion to find edges.  

 In the next step, detected edges are passed through a filter grid. Here, three different filters 

catch different ROI and finally all the ROI can be shown. Now the big question is how to find out 

a ROI is a positive threat or a negative threat. To solve this problem, we apply several mathematical 

functions; altogether, they are known as feature extraction.  

3.2.3     Feature Extraction 

 A feature of an image can be defined as, distinct attributes or properties. This attributes or 

properties can be geometrical or statistical. In this section, we describe the process of finding image 

attributes. We extract features like, geometrical features, and texture features. At first, we use 

images from mini-MIAS database to create a range of all features that we consider during this 

research [70, 71]. The images from this database are 8bit and resolution greater than 42 microns. 

Now we discuss the features used in this research. 

Geometrical Features: Radius, perimeter, and area are considered as geometrical features. 

Geometrical features are simplest features in breast cancer analysis, but we consider these features 

to show the impact it on breast cancer research. Generally, doctors identify this feature by looking 

at mammograms. Now we discuss three main geometrical features. 
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 Radius: In mathematics, radius is the distance from the center of a circle to a point on 

the circle. As most tumors are circular in shape, we consider radius to analyze cancer 

tumors.  

 Area: In mathematics, area is the quantity that expresses the extent of a two-

dimensional figure or shape. In this work, area of a tumor is considered to analyze 

cancer. Area of ROI can be found by number of pixel in the ROI. The general formula 

use is out of scope because the shape of the ROI is irregular and unpredictable. Area is 

defined by the following formula: 

                                                  Area=∑ ∑ (Ai, j )  ; Where i= x_ROI[ ], j= y_ROI[ ]…..(1) 

                                                             i  j 

 

 x_ROI [ ] is a vector contain pixels along the x-axis. Similarly y_ROI [ ] contains 

pixels along the y-axis. Now if we multiply x-axis pixels and y-axis pixels the area can 

be found. Area calculation should be done carefully because any alteration in image 

size will result in a different value of area. 

 Perimeter: Perimeter or boundary helps to understand the shape of the ROI. Perimeter 

calculation can be done after edge detection of the selected ROI. Therefore, after edge 

detection, we use inbuilt perimeter function of MATLAB, to determine perimeter of 

ROI.   

Texture Feature: Texture can be defined as the ability to understand consistency of a 

surface. There is no single mathematical formula available, to find texture; therefore, we use 

multiple formulas. In the proposed methodology, we use some statistical functions to identify 

texture features; they are mean, global mean, standard deviation, entropy, and skewness.  
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 Mean: Mean stands for average of a set of numbers. ROI contains pixels and pixels 

have their corresponding grayscale values. We consider ROI as a matrix of pixels [69]. 

Mean feature helps to understand about the brightness of ROI. 

 Global Mean: Global mean is the ratio of mean of whole mammogram, and mean of 

ROI. Global mean gives an idea about the brightness difference ROI with whole image. 

                                                    Global mean=
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑂𝐼

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒
   ………………… (2) 

 Standard Deviation: Standard deviation or SD means the deviation of a data set from 

its mean. High SD means the data set is away from mean; SD tends to zero signifies 

very close to mean. Breast tumors are much un-uniformed in growth so, SD of cancer 

tumors should be high. We use MATLAB inbuilt function ‘std2’ which return a scalar 

SD value. 

 Entropy of ROI: Entropy is randomness or degree of disorder of a system. For an image, 

entropy is very important factor to understand its texture features. If the entropy of a 

given image is zero then the image texture is flat, as the value of entropy increases the 

unevenness increases.  Mathematically entropy is: sum (I.log2(I)), where I is histogram 

count of an image . This equation returns a scalar value. 

 Skewness of ROI: Skewness is the asymmetry of probability distribution function 

along mean. Skewness can be positive or negative. Positive skewness means the bell-

shaped probability curve more spread to the right of mean and negative skewness 

means the curve spread to the left. Microcalcification are tended to have negative 

skewness, but exceptions are there. 
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3.2.4    Analysis of Extracted Features 

In this section, a decision is made by reviewing all features of ROI. We use Wald’s method 

and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify the dataset of features. Both classifiers calculate a 

weight for each feature, and then we multiply the weight to respective feature. Finally, we add all 

feature values in order to get a single number. This single number now can be used to make the 

final decision. 

Wald’s method: Wald’s method is an efficient method to classify more than two attributes. 

In biomedical, LDA is widely used to assess severity state of a disease. Wald's method comes 

under discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis is a statistical analysis by which grouping 

variable can be found. Wald method has a wide range of application in data analysis and modeling. 

Wald's method chooses few significant features from a set of features and provides a grouping 

value for each significant feature. In the proposed methodology, we use Wald’s method to classify 

extracted data set; and the result shows most significant features mean, global mean, standard 

deviation, and entropy. 

SVM: Support Vector Machine is another statistical method, used in this research to 

classify the extracted features. The goal of the classification is- separate extracted features into 

two linearly separable groups. SVM tries to separate data sets by a hyperplane, in a way so that 

margin in between data set will be maximum. SVM has different algorithms, which allow us to 

choose larger and shorter margin in between two decision groups. We use Sequential Minimal 

Optimization for large margin classification. SMO cannot work when the test data sets are not 

equally scaled; we use normalization to scale each feature. Normalization rescales features 

depending upon mean and standard deviation.   
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3.3      Work-Flow of the Proposed System 

Now, we discuss workflow of the proposed system. We describe the whole workflow by 

using one sample mammogram. The proposed system has three major processing steps: 

preprocessing, ROI detection, and feature extraction. 

3.3.1    Preprocessing  

Preprocessing prepares an input image for ROI detection algorithm. We consider flowing 

image as input of preprocessing. Figure 9 is a mammogram image of a breast cancer patient. 

 

Figure 9. Input image of pre-processing.  

 

The image has a deep white spot in upper left. This spot is a tumor, which has more Calcium 

compare to other parts of the mammogram. In the following section, we illustrate step-by-step 

preprocessing process with the mentioned image (see Figure 10). 
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(1)                                                                        (2)  

                                   

                        (3)                                                                           (4) 

Figure 10. Step-by-step preprocessing. (1) Original image, (2) background removal, (3) shows 

unsharp mask, and (4) median filtered image. 

 

3.3.2    Region of Interest Detection  

ROI detection algorithm detects suspicious regions from a preprocessed image. Therefore, 

ROI detection algorithm uses output of preprocessing as input, which is image number (4) in 

Figure 10. Figure 11 displays steps related to region of interest detection process. 
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                      (1)                                                 (2)                                              (3) 

                                 

                                    (4)                                                                                       (5) 

Figure 11. Step-by-step working flow of ROI detection algorithm. (1) Binary image, 

(2) BW filter, (3) edge detection, and (4) ROI selected by red boundary. 

 

 

 

3.3.3    Feature Extraction 

In feature extraction, we calculate image’s properties or attributes like mean, standard 

deviation, etc. These are known as texture features. All texture features are mathematical function 

and they can be applied to numerical values. Now, each image is a matrix of their pixel values (as 

shown in Figure 12). Therefore, we use ROI matrix to calculate features. Here is an example of 

matrix generation of an image. 
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                       (1)                                                                                     (2) 

Figure 12. Image to matrix generation. (1) ROI detected mammogram and 

(2) matrix of pixels of ROI .  

 

While calculating features we use this matrix. There is another type of feature, they are known as 

geometrical feature. Geometrical feature can be found directly from ROI.  

3.3.4    Analysis of Extracted Features by MS Excel  

We apply Wald’s method and Support Vector Machine on extracted features to classify 

them [73, 74]. We use an open source tool WEKA, to apply SVM (SMO) on extracted features. 

WEKA produce linear formula by which new data can be classified. Finally, we use Microsoft 

Excel to apply formula generated by WEKA and a final decision is recorded.  
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CHAPTER 4   

 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

In this chapter, we discuss experimental details to evaluate our proposal. The proposed 

methodology is developed using MATLAB tool. We use mammogram images to conduct our 

experiments. In the following sections, we discuss assumptions and mammogram images used 

during experiments.  

4.1       Assumptions 

In this work, following assumptions are made to run the programs. 

 Only mammogram images are considered because it is significant diagnosis process of 

breast cancer. 

 MATLAB compresses an image up to 2% of original size, so no images size may be 

accurate. 

 During image format conversion, the loss is very less (less than 1%). 

 Among a large number of features, we consider some important features (like mean, 

standard deviation, area, etc.) of breast cancer.   

4.2       Mammogram Images Used 

Mammogram images are collected from two open source databases: Digital Database for 

Screening Mammography (DDSM), and Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) 

Database [68, 69]. Both databases contain pre-determined breast cancer images as well as normal 

breast images. We use these images as input to our methodology. Pre-diagnosed mammograms, 

by doctors, help us to determine sensitivity of the proposed methodology. For the experiment, we 

use 236 mammograms, among them 20 images are enlisted here; they are used to evaluate 
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proposed detection method. The following table describes the 22 images, name mentioned in the 

database, decision, and remarks.  

4.2.1    DDSM 

DDSM is a collaborative work between Massachusetts General Hospital, Sandia National 

Laboratories, and University of South Florida Computer Science and Engineering Department 

[71]. This database contains more than 2,500. U.S. Army Medical Research Program and Material 

Command fund this database. The database contains mammograms of more than 43 microns 

resolution and .pgm format (portable gray map). We consider 136 mammograms from this 

database. 

4.2.2    MIAS 

MIAS is a non-profitable organization of United Kingdom. They maintain this database 

for better understanding mammograms and breast cancer [72]. The UK National Breast Screening 

Program provides all images of this database. Each mammogram has 50-micron pixel edge with a 

Joyce-Loebl scanning microdensitometer, which is a device with linear in the optical density range 

0-3.2. The database contains mammograms of 8-bit depth. The database contains 322 

mammograms. A list of mammogram images and decisions are shown in Table 6. Each image 

contains radiologist's markings on abnormal or suspicious locations. We use only 136 images, 

because the rest of the images are normal breast images and there is no abnormalities. 
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TABLE 6 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAM IMAGES AND DECISIONS [68, 69] 

Image Name Source Decision Remarks 

mdb021.pgm MIAS Benign False positive at lower 

bottom 

mdb032.pgm MIAS Benign Normal breast 

mdb063.pgm MIAS Benign Benign mass in the middle 

mdb069.pgm MIAS Benign Clean normal breast 

mdb080.pgm MIAS Benign Normal breast 

mdb083.pgm MIAS Benign False positive benign mass 

at lower part 

mdb091.pgm MIAS Benign Dense normal breast 

mdb097.pgm MIAS Benign Clean normal breast 

mdb099.pgm MIAS Benign Dense normal breast 

mdb104.pgm MIAS Benign Benign tumor 

mdb184.pgm MIAS Malignant Tumor is clearly visible 

mdb025.pgm MIAS Malignant Tumor is clearly visible 

mdb202.pgm MIAS Malignant Big tumor in middle of 

breast 
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TABLE 6 (continued) 

Image Name Source Decision Remarks 

mdb148.pgm MIAS Malignant Speculated masses 

mdb150.pgm MIAS Malignant Tumor in upper left corner 

mdb178.pgm MIAS Malignant Tumor in the middle 

mdb179.pgm MIAS Malignant Tumor on entire breast 

cancer_04 

Case,A-1077-1 

DDSM Malignant False positive tumor 

cancer_04 

Case:A-1075-1 

DDSM Malignant Tumor in the middle 

cancer_12 Case: 

D-4032-1 

DDSM Malignant Circumscribed malignant 

mass 

cancer_12 Case: 

D-4126-1 

DDSM Malignant Tumor first stage 

cancer_12 Case: 

D-4141-1 

DDSM Malignant Malignant tumor 

 

 

4.3       Tools 

In this work, we use MATLAB to develop the proposed methodology. MATLAB is a 

powerful tool for simulating different engineering system. Among different toolboxes of 

MATLAB, we use image processing toolbox and basic MATLAB programming console. Image 

processing toolbox has some inbuilt functions for image enhancement and image segmentation 

[68, 69, 70].  
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CHAPTER 5   

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, we discuss results of the proposed system. We use mammogram as input to 

the system. Then the proposed system determines suspicious areas and classifies benign or 

malignant tumors. The proposed system has three parts, so discuss result section in three parts. 

5.1       Preprocessing Section Results 

In this research, we use more than 100 different mammograms, but to show image related 

results we use 20 different images. Detailed results of 20 images are described in Appendix-A. 

Now, we illustrate results by considering one input image and its corresponding preprocessing 

result followed by ROI detection result (see Figure 13). 

 

             

                        (1)                                                (2)                                              (3)         

Figure 13.  Preprocessing result. (1) Image mdb021.pgm, 

(2) the preprocessed block output, and (3) the detected ROIs (red spots). 
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5.2       ROI Detection  

ROI detection is applied on output images of preprocessing image. During this entire work, 

we use the same file name mentioned in the source database.  

Figure 13(3) is to ROI detection. According to this figure, there is no suspected region in 

the breast. The reason behind this is the input mammogram image is a normal breast image.  

5.3       Feature Extraction Section Results 

For this section, we use 100 different images Out of them 50 images are benign and 50 are 

malignant. Three geometrical features such as radius, area, perimeter and five texture features are 

recorded. Now we show each features table and graphical plot to understand the effectiveness of 

each feature in this research. 

5.3.1    Geometrical Feature 

Radius, area, perimeter comes under geometrical features. In this section, we show results 

related to geometrical features and evaluate the importance of these features in breast cancer 

research. 

Radius: We enlist radius of benign and radius of malignant tumor separately to show 

comparative results. This also gives a sense of boundary or range of benign and malignant tumors. 

In Table 7, first two columns show file name of mammogram image, and radius of suspicious areas 

respectively. 
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TABLE 7 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH BENIGN TUMORS AND THEIR RADIUS 

File Name Radius (pixels) File Name Radius (pixels) 

mdb001.pgm 197.0000 mdb019.pgm 49.0000 

mdb002.pgm 69.0000 mdb020.pgm 0.0000 

mdb003.pgm 0.0000 mdb021.pgm 49.0000 

mdb004.pgm 0.0000 mdb032.pgm 66.0000 

mdb005.pgm 30.0000 mdb063.pgm 33.0000 

mdb006.pgm 0.0000 mdb069.pgm 44.0000 

mdb007.pgm 0.0000 mdb080.pgm 20.0000 

mdb008.pgm 0.0000 mdb083.pgm 38.0000 

mdb009.pgm 0.0000 mdb091.pgm 20.0000 

mdb010.pgm 33.0000 mdb097.pgm 34.0000 

mdb011.pgm 0.0000 mdb099.pgm 23.0000 

mdb012.pgm 40.0000 mdb104.pgm 50.0000 

mdb013.pgm 31.0000 mdb107.pgm 111.0000 
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TABLE 7 (continued) 

File name Radius (pixels) File name Radius (pixels) 

mdb014.pgm 0.0000 mdb121.pgm 87.0000 

mdb015.pgm 68.0000 mdb126.pgm 23.0000 

mdb016.pgm 0.0000 mdb127.pgm 48.0000 

mdb017.pgm 48.0000 mdb132.pgm 52.0000 

mdb018.pgm 0.0000 mdb144.pgm 29.0000 

mdb152.pgm 48.0000 mdb145.pgm 49.0000 

mdb160.pgm 61.0000 mdb150.pgm 62.0000 

mdb163.pgm 50.0000 mdb198.pgm 93.0000 

mdb167.pgm 35.0000 mdb204.pgm 21.0000 

mdb175.pgm 33.0000 mdb222.pgm 17.0000 

mdb190.pgm 31.0000 mdb223.pgm 6.0000 

 

Last two columns formatted same way. We experimented 50 benign tumors, radius of them lies 

between 0-197 pixels. Radius 0 stands for there is no tumor and positive value of radius signifies 

that there is a tumor. Table 8, shows a list of 50 different malignant tumors radius. 
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TABLE 8 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS AND THEIR RADIUS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 File name Radius (pixels) File name Radius (pixels) 

mdb179.pgm 67.0000 mdb110.pgm 51.0000 

mdb181.pgm 54.0000 mdb111.pgm 107.0000 

mdb184.pgm 114.0000 mdb105.pgm 98.0000 

mdb186.pgm 47.0000 mdb095.pgm 29.0000 

mdb202.pgm 37.0000 mdb090.pgm 49.0000 

mdb206.pgm 17.0000 mdb092.pgm 43.0000 

mdb148.pgm 174.0000 mdb023.pgm 29.0000 

mdb178.pgm 70.0000 mdb028.pgm 56.0000 

mdb141.pgm 29.0000 mdb058.pgm 27.0000 

mdb023.pgm 29.0000 mdb072.pgm 28.0000 

mdb028.pgm 56.0000 mdb117.pgm 84.0000 

mdb184.pgm 37.0000 mdb158.pgm 88.0000 

mdb264.pgm 36.0000 mdb170.pgm 82.0000 
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TABLE 8 (continued) 

File name Radius (pixels) File name Radius (pixels) 

mdb265.pgm 60.0000 mdb171.pgm 62.0000 

mdb267.pgm 56.0000 mdb209.pgm 87.0000 

mdb270.pgm 72.0000 mdb211.pgm 13.0000 

mdb271.pgm 68.0000 mdb213.pgm 45.0000 

mdb274.pgm 123.0000 mdb238.pgm 17.0000 

mdb249.pgm 64.0000 mdb239.pgm 40.0000 

mdb144.pgm 27.0000 mdb239_1.pgm 25.0000 

mdb134.pgm 49.0000 mdb240.pgm 23.0000 

mdb130.pgm 28.0000 mdb241.pgm 38.0000 

mdb124.pgm 33.0000 mdb249.pgm 48.0000 

mdb125.pgm 60.0000 mdb249_1.pgm 64.0000 
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The radius range is found during the experiment: 13-174 pixels. We plot the benign and malignant 

separately, to contrast their characteristics. 

In Figures 14 and 15, we plot a few benign tumors radius and malignant tumors radius. 

From the graph, we can visualize the relation between benign tumor’s radius and malignant 

tumor’s radius. 

 

 

Figure 14. Radius plot of benign tumors. 
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  Figure 15. Radius plot of benign tumors. 

The range of radius for benign is 0-197 whereas, range of radius for malignant tumor is 13-174. 

Therefore, it is clear that, these attributes are completely overlapping. Hence, radius cannot be a 

significant feature in breast cancer research. 

Area: In this section, we describe the relation between benign tumor’s areas and malignant 

tumor’s area. Area is calculated by using radius. At first, we show two tables of benign tumor’s 

area and malignant tumor’s area, respectively. Then separate plot for area of benign and area of 

malignant. Finally, we record our observations. Table 9, enlists benign tumor’s area; first and third 

columns display file name of mammogram image; second and fourth column display areas in 

pixels. 
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TABLE 9 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH BENIGN TUMORS AND THEIR AREA 

File name Area File name Area 

mdb001.pgm 121922.0692 mdb032.pgm 13684.77758 

mdb002.pgm 14957.12261 mdb063.pgm 3421.194396 

mdb003.pgm 0 mdb069.pgm 6082.12337 

mdb004.pgm 0 mdb080.pgm 1256.63706 

mdb005.pgm 2827.433385 mdb083.pgm 4536.459787 

mdb006.pgm 0 mdb091.pgm 1256.63706 

mdb007.pgm 0 mdb097.pgm 3631.681103 

mdb008.pgm 0 mdb099.pgm 1661.902512 

mdb009.pgm 0 mdb104.pgm 7853.981625 

mdb010.pgm 3421.194396 mdb107.pgm 38707.56304 

mdb011.pgm 0 mdb121.pgm 23778.71477 

mdb012.pgm 5026.54824 mdb126.pgm 1661.902512 

mdb013.pgm 3019.070537 mdb127.pgm 7238.229466 
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TABLE 9 (continued) 

File name Area File name Area 

mdb014.pgm 0 mdb132.pgm 8494.866526 

mdb015.pgm 14526.72441 mdb144.pgm 2642.079419 

mdb016.pgm 0 mdb145.pgm 7542.963953 

mdb017.pgm 7238.229466 mdb150.pgm 12076.28215 

mdb018.pgm 0 mdb198.pgm 27171.63483 

mdb152.pgm 7238.229466 mdb204.pgm 1385.442359 

mdb160.pgm 11689.86625 mdb222.pgm 907.9202759 

mdb163.pgm 7853.981625 mdb223.pgm 113.0973354 

mdb167.pgm 3848.450996 mdb019.pgm 7542.963953 

mdb175.pgm 3421.194396 mdb020.pgm 0 

 

We use 50 benign tumors; area of them lies between 0-121922 pixels. Area value 0 stands for there 

is no tumor and positive value of area signifies that there is a tumor. Table 10 enlists malignant 

tumor’s area: first and third columns display file name of mammogram image, second and fourth 

column display areas in pixels. 
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TABLE 10 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS AND THEIR AREA 

File name Area File name Area 

mdb179.pgm 14102.6 mdb110.pgm 8171.282 

mdb181.pgm 9160.88 mdb111.pgm 35968.09 

mdb184.pgm 40828.1 mdb105.pgm 30171.86 

mdb186.pgm 6939.78 mdb095.pgm 2642.079 

mdb202.pgm 4300.84 mdb090.pgm 7542.964 

mdb206.pgm 907.92 mdb092.pgm 5808.805 

mdb148.pgm 95114.9 mdb023.pgm 2642.079 

mdb178.pgm 15393.8 mdb028.pgm 9852.035 

mdb141.pgm 2642.08 mdb058.pgm 2290.221 

mdb023.pgm 2642.08 mdb072.pgm 2463.009 

mdb028.pgm 9852.03 mdb117.pgm 22167.08 

mdb184.pgm 4300.84 mdb158.pgm 24328.49 

mdb264.pgm 4071.5 mdb170.pgm 21124.07 
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TABLE 10 (continued) 

File name Area File name Area 

mdb265.pgm 11309.7 mdb171.pgm 12076.28 

mdb267.pgm 9852.03 mdb209.pgm 23778.71 

mdb270.pgm 16286 mdb211.pgm 530.9292 

mdb271.pgm 14526.7 mdb213.pgm 6361.725 

mdb274.pgm 47529.2 mdb238.pgm 907.9203 

mdb249.pgm 12868 mdb239.pgm 5026.548 

mdb144.pgm 2290.22 mdb239_1.pgm 1963.495 

mdb134.pgm 7542.96 mdb240.pgm 1661.903 

mdb130.pgm 2463.01 mdb241.pgm 4536.46 

 

We use 50 malignant tumors; area of them lies between 907-95115 pixels. A positive value of area 

signifies that there is a tumor.  From Figures 16 and 17, area plot has a pattern. 
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Figure 16. Area plot of benign tumors. 

 

Figure 17. Area plot of malignant tumors. 

For benign tumors area is lesser than 121922. The actual range of benign tumor’s area is 0-121922. 

Whereas, malignant tumor lies in between 9160 and 95000. Therefore, the entire malignant tumor 

range is overlapping on benign tumor range. From this observation, we do not consider area feature 

as a decision-making factor.  
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Perimeter: Similar to area, we use radius to find perimeter of benign and malignant tumors. 

We plot two different graphs, to display benign and malignant tumors perimeter separately. We 

also include two tables, containing perimeter of benign and malignant tumors respectively. Table 

11 describes benign tumor’s area; first and third columns display file name of mammogram image; 

second and fourth columns display perimeters in pixels. 

 

TABLE 11 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH BENIGN TUMORS AND THEIR PERIMETER  

 

File name Perimeter File name Perimeter 

mdb001.pgm 1237.787504 mdb032.pgm 414.6902298 

mdb002.pgm 433.5397857 mdb063.pgm 207.3451149 

mdb003.pgm 0 mdb069.pgm 276.4601532 

mdb004.pgm 0 mdb080.pgm 125.663706 

mdb005.pgm 188.495559 mdb083.pgm 238.7610414 

mdb006.pgm 0 mdb091.pgm 125.663706 

mdb007.pgm 0 mdb097.pgm 213.6283002 

mdb008.pgm 0 mdb099.pgm 144.5132619 

mdb009.pgm 0 mdb104.pgm 314.159265 
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TABLE 11 (continued) 

File name Perimeter File name Perimeter 

mdb010.pgm 207.3451149 mdb107.pgm 697.4335683 

mdb011.pgm 0 mdb121.pgm 546.6371211 

mdb012.pgm 251.327412 mdb126.pgm 144.5132619 

mdb013.pgm 194.7787443 mdb127.pgm 301.5928944 

mdb014.pgm 0 mdb132.pgm 326.7256356 

mdb015.pgm 427.2566004 mdb144.pgm 182.2123737 

mdb016.pgm 0 mdb145.pgm 307.8760797 

mdb017.pgm 301.5928944 mdb150.pgm 389.5574886 

mdb018.pgm 0 mdb198.pgm 584.3362329 

mdb152.pgm 301.5928944 mdb204.pgm 131.9468913 

mdb160.pgm 383.2743033 mdb222.pgm 106.8141501 

mdb163.pgm 314.159265 mdb223.pgm 37.6991118 

mdb167.pgm 219.9114855 mdb019.pgm 307.8760797 

mdb175.pgm 207.3451149 mdb020.pgm 0 
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TABLE 11 (continued) 

File name Perimeter File name Perimeter 

mdb190.pgm 194.7787443 mdb021.pgm 307.8760797 

 

 

We use 50 benign tumors; perimeter of them lies between 0-1227 pixels. In Table 12, malignant 

tumors perimeters are enlisted; first and third columns display file name of mammogram image; 

second and fourth columns display perimeters in pixels. 

TABLE 12 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS AND THEIR PERIMETER  

File name Perimeter File Name Perimeter 

mdb179.pgm 320.4424503 mdb110.pgm 320.4424503 

mdb181.pgm 339.2920062 mdb111.pgm 672.3008271 

mdb184.pgm 716.2831242 mdb105.pgm 615.7521594 

mdb186.pgm 295.3097091 mdb095.pgm 182.2123737 

mdb202.pgm 232.4778561 mdb090.pgm 307.8760797 

mdb206.pgm 106.8141501 mdb092.pgm 270.1769679 

mdb148.pgm 1093.274242 mdb023.pgm 182.2123737 

mdb178.pgm 439.822971 mdb028.pgm 351.8583768 
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TABLE 12 (continued) 

File name Perimeter File name Perimeter 

mdb141.pgm 182.2123737 mdb058.pgm 169.6460031 

mdb023.pgm 182.2123737 mdb072.pgm 175.9291884 

mdb028.pgm 351.8583768 mdb117.pgm 527.7875652 

mdb184.pgm 232.4778561 mdb158.pgm 552.9203064 

mdb264.pgm 226.1946708 mdb170.pgm 515.2211946 

mdb265.pgm 376.991118 mdb171.pgm 389.5574886 

mdb267.pgm 351.8583768 mdb209.pgm 546.6371211 

mdb270.pgm 452.3893416 mdb211.pgm 81.6814089 

mdb271.pgm 427.2566004 mdb213.pgm 282.7433385 

mdb274.pgm 772.8317919 mdb238.pgm 106.8141501 

mdb249.pgm 402.1238592 mdb239.pgm 251.327412 

mdb144.pgm 169.6460031 mdb239_1.pgm 157.0796325 

mdb134.pgm 307.8760797 mdb240.pgm 144.5132619 

mdb130.pgm 175.9291884 mdb241.pgm 238.7610414 
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TABLE 12 (continued) 

File name Perimeter File name Perimeter 

mdb124.pgm 207.3451149 mdb249.pgm 301.5928944 

mdb125.pgm 376.991118 mdb249_1.pgm 402.1238592 

 

Perimeter range lies between 106-1094 pixels. Figures 18 and 19 show graphical representation 

of benign tumor’s perimeter and malignant tumor’s perimeter. 

 

Figure 18. Perimeter plot of benign tumors. 
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 Figure 19. Perimeter plot of malignant tumors. 

 

Perimeter features return edges of the tumors, as the tumors size can be irrespective to the type of 

tumor (benign or malignant); therefore, we consider this factor as a lower decision-making factor. 

Moreover, both graphs have many common points, so perimeter cannot contribute to breast cancer 

research. 

Geometrical features are not very useful in breast cancer research. The next result section 

describes texture features. Calculation of mean, standard deviation, skewness, and entropy are 

performed by pixel values of corresponding matrix of ROI.  

5.3.2    Texture Feature 

Mean: Mean is average value. In our experiment, mean stands for average value of pixels. 

We calculate mean of ROI of benign tumor and malignant tumors respectively. Finally, we show 

graphical plot for both types tumor. In Table 13, benign tumors means are enlisted; first and third 

columns display file name of mammogram image; second and fourth columns display mean in 

pixel values. 
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TABLE 13 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH BENIGN TUMORS AND THEIR MEAN PIXEL VALUE  

Image file name Mean Image file name Mean 

mdb001.pgm 130.0000 mdb012.pgm 116.0000 

mdb002.pgm 126.0000 mdb013.pgm 114.0000 

mdb003.pgm 115.0000 mdb014.pgm 119.0000 

mdb004.pgm 105.0000 mdb015.pgm 115.0000 

mdb005.pgm 110.0000 mdb016.pgm 119.0000 

mdb006.pgm 103.0000 mdb017.pgm 107.0000 

mdb007.pgm 120.0000 mdb018.pgm 99.0000 

mdb008.pgm 108.0000 mdb019.pgm 98.0000 

mdb009.pgm 130.0000 mdb020.pgm 100.0000 

mdb010.pgm 160.0000 mdb021.pgm 156.0000 

mdb011.pgm 122.0000 mdb032.pgm 162.0000 

mdb080.pgm 110.0000 mdb063.pgm 132.0000 

mdb083.pgm 120.0000 mdb069.pgm 106.0000 
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TABLE 13 (continued) 

Image file name Mean Image file name Mean 

mdb091.pgm 161.0000 mdb144.pgm 142.0000 

mdb097.pgm 142.0000 mdb145.pgm 129.0000 

mdb099.pgm 170.0000 mdb150.pgm 110.0000 

mdb104.pgm 140.0000 mdb152.pgm 121.0000 

mdb107.pgm 126.0000 mdb160.pgm 136.0000 

mdb121.pgm 130.0000 mdb163.pgm 105.0000 

mdb126.pgm 171.0000 mdb167.pgm 102.0000 

mdb127.pgm 150.0000 mdb175.pgm 146.0000 

mdb132.pgm 135.0000 mdb190.pgm 136.0000 

 

In this experiment, we record mean higher than 98 and lower than 160.  In Table 14, malignant 

tumors means are enlisted; first and third columns display file name of mammogram image; second 

and fourth columns display mean in pixel values. 
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TABLE 14 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS AND THEIR MEAN PIXEL 

VALUE 

  

 

Image file name Mean Image file name Mean 

mdb179.pgm 225.0000 mdb134.pgm 198.0000 

mdb181.pgm 215.0000 mdb130.pgm 178.0000 

mdb184.pgm 202.0000 mdb124.pgm 181.0000 

mdb186.pgm 195.0000 mdb125.pgm 178.0000 

mdb202.pgm 206.0000 mdb110.pgm 168.0000 

mdb206.pgm 212.0000 mdb111.pgm 165.0000 

mdb148.pgm 185.0000 mdb105.pgm 206.0000 

mdb178.pgm 198.0000 mdb095.pgm 209.0000 

mdb141.pgm 184.0000 mdb090.pgm 177.0000 

mdb023.pgm 170.0000 mdb092.pgm 170.0000 

mdb028.pgm 188.0000 mdb023.pgm 196.0000 

mdb184.pgm 200.0000 mdb028.pgm 206.0000 
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TABLE 14 (continued) 

Image file name Mean Image file name Mean 

mdb264.pgm 205.0000 mdb058.pgm 186.0000 

mdb265.pgm 222.0000 mdb072.pgm 206.0000 

mdb267.pgm 184.0000 mdb117.pgm 210.0000 

mdb270.pgm 178.0000 mdb158.pgm 176.0000 

mdb271.pgm 188.0000 mdb170.pgm 191.0000 

mdb274.pgm 190.0000 mdb171.pgm 210.0000 

mdb249.pgm 223.0000 mdb209.pgm 202.0000 

mdb144.pgm 226.0000 mdb211.pgm 182.0000 

mdb239_1.pgm 190.0000 mdb213.pgm 172.0000 

mdb240.pgm 178.0000 mdb238.pgm 170.0000 

mdb241.pgm 188.0000 mdb239.pgm 183.0000 

 

In this experiment, we record the mean higher than 165 and lower than 226.  In Figure 20, mean 

or average of benign tumor is shown. 
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Figure 20. Mean plot of benign tumors 

The maximum value of mean is 160 and minimum value is 98.  In Figure 21, mean or average of 

malignant tumor is shown. 

 

Figure 21. Mean plot of malignant tumors. 
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In the above figure (Figure 21), the maximum value of mean is 226 and minimum value is 165. 

Therefore, we can state that chances of malignancy increases if mean is 165-226 range. 

 Global Mean: We calculate global mean between ROI and surrounding of ROI. Firstly, 

we show table of result. Therefore, we show graphical plot for both types tumors. In Table 15, 

benign tumors global means are enlisted; first and third columns display file name of mammogram 

image; second and fourth columns display global mean in pixel values. 

TABLE 15 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH BENIGN TUMORS AND THEIR GLOBAL MEAN 

PIXEL VALUE  

 

Image file name Global Mean Image file name Global Mean 

mdb001.pgm 1.0223 mdb080.pgm 1.2600 

mdb002.pgm 1.0335 mdb083.pgm 0.7960 

mdb003.pgm 1.0160 mdb091.pgm 1.2360 

mdb004.pgm 1.0500 mdb097.pgm 0.8630 

mdb005.pgm 0.9460 mdb099.pgm 1.2300 

mdb006.pgm 0.9432 mdb104.pgm 1.5300 

mdb007.pgm 1.0002 mdb107.pgm 1.0360 

mdb008.pgm 0.9452 mdb121.pgm 1.6500 

mdb009.pgm 1.1549 mdb126.pgm 0.9856 
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TABLE 15 (continued) 

Image file name Global Mean Image file name Global Mean 

mdb010.pgm 1.0011 mdb127.pgm 1.6320 

mdb011.pgm 0.8546 mdb132.pgm 1.7890 

mdb012.pgm 0.9987 mdb144.pgm 2.1230 

mdb013.pgm 1.0003 mdb145.pgm 1.2360 

mdb014.pgm 1.0002 mdb150.pgm 0.9860 

mdb015.pgm 1.1856 mdb152.pgm 1.0980 

mdb016.pgm 0.9787 mdb160.pgm 2.0120 

mdb017.pgm 0.9232 mdb163.pgm 1.7800 

mdb018.pgm 0.8546 mdb167.pgm 3.8900 

mdb019.pgm 0.8456 mdb175.pgm 2.8960 

mdb020.pgm 0.7846 mdb190.pgm 2.1230 

mdb021.pgm 1.1620 mdb198.pgm 1.2360 

mdb032.pgm 0.9780 mdb204.pgm 0.2360 

mdb063.pgm 0.9460 mdb222.pgm 0.9860 
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TABLE 15 (continued) 

Image file name Global Mean Image file name Global Mean 

mdb069.pgm 0.8130 mdb223.pgm 2.3260 

 

In this experiment, we record global mean higher than 0.2360 and lower than 3.8900. In Table 16, 

malignant tumors global means are enlisted; first and third columns display file name of 

mammogram image; second and fourth columns display global mean in pixel values. 

TABLE 16 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS AND THEIR GLOBAL MEAN 

PIXEL VALUE  

 

Image file name Global Mean Image file name Global Mean 

mdb179.pgm 2.6523 mdb110.pgm 4.6254 

mdb181.pgm 2.3650 mdb111.pgm 3.2651 

mdb184.pgm 2.1650 mdb105.pgm 2.3265 

mdb186.pgm 2.3650 mdb095.pgm 3.9542 

mdb202.pgm 2.2650 mdb090.pgm 4.6200 

mdb206.pgm 2.3654 mdb092.pgm 4.3250 

mdb148.pgm 4.2365 mdb023.pgm 2.2360 
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TABLE 16 (continued) 

Image file name Global Mean Image file name Global Mean 

mdb178.pgm 3.2130 mdb028.pgm 3.2640 

mdb141.pgm 2.3650 mdb058.pgm 2.6985 

mdb023.pgm 3.0030 mdb072.pgm 3.7450 

mdb028.pgm 2.6500 mdb117.pgm 4.2600 

mdb184.pgm 2.0000 mdb158.pgm 2.4580 

mdb264.pgm 2.0200 mdb170.pgm 2.0010 

mdb265.pgm 1.9800 mdb171.pgm 3.1240 

mdb267.pgm 3.9800 mdb209.pgm 2.7560 

mdb270.pgm 3.4560 mdb211.pgm 2.4230 

mdb271.pgm 4.0002 mdb213.pgm 4.2600 

mdb274.pgm 2.9560 mdb238.pgm 4.7560 

mdb249.pgm 2.8450 mdb239.pgm 3.6540 

mdb144.pgm 2.9840 mdb239_1.pgm 3.7560 

mdb134.pgm 2.6540 mdb240.pgm 4.2360 
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TABLE 16 (continued) 

Image file name Global Mean Image file name Global Mean 

mdb130.pgm 2.0012 mdb241.pgm 2.9860 

mdb124.pgm 3.3652 mdb249.pgm 2.0010 

mdb125.pgm 3.2150 mdb249_1.pgm 3.2360 

 

In this experiment, we record global mean higher than 1.9800 and lower than 4.7560.  In Figure 

22, global mean of benign tumor is shown. Value of global mean is lesser that 2.12, except three 

data points. In Figure 23, global mean of malignant tumor is shown. 

 

 

Figure 22. Global mean of plot of benign tumors. 
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                   Figure 23. Global mean of plot of malignant tumors. 

The range of global mean of this series is 1.98-4.75. From the observation, we find dataset is 

overlap in few cases.     

Standard Deviation: We calculate standard deviation of ROI’s pixel values of both benign 

and malignant tumors. Firstly, we show tables of results. Therefore, we show graphical plots of 

both tumors. In Table 17, benign tumor’s standard deviations are enlisted; first and third columns 

display file name of mammogram image; second and fourth columns display standard deviation in 

pixel values. 

TABLE 17 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH BENIGN TUMORS AND THEIR STANDARD 

DEVIATION PIXEL VALUE  

 

Image file name Standard deviation Image file name Standard Deviation 

mdb001.pgm 5.2322 mdb080.pgm 5.1230 

mdb002.pgm 6.2357 mdb083.pgm 7.2360 
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TABLE 17 (continued) 

Image file name Standard deviation Image file name Standard Deviation 

mdb003.pgm 10.2354 mdb091.pgm 2.2360 

mdb004.pgm 4.2656 mdb097.pgm 5.2360 

mdb005.pgm 7.2000 mdb099.pgm 5.2360 

mdb006.pgm 5.2656 mdb104.pgm 2.2360 

mdb007.pgm 3.2541 mdb107.pgm 7.2390 

mdb008.pgm 2.3655 mdb121.pgm 2.2360 

mdb009.pgm 4.2365 mdb126.pgm 1.2360 

mdb010.pgm 5.2145 mdb127.pgm 5.2360 

mdb011.pgm 4.2654 mdb132.pgm 3.2360 

mdb012.pgm 5.2356 mdb144.pgm 1.2360 

mdb013.pgm 6.2541 mdb145.pgm 3.2140 

mdb014.pgm 6.0001 mdb150.pgm 1.2360 

mdb015.pgm 2.3220 mdb152.pgm 4.2360 

mdb016.pgm 2.0065 mdb160.pgm 5.2360 
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TABLE 17 (continued) 

Image file name Standard deviation Image file name Standard Deviation 

mdb017.pgm 2.4790 mdb163.pgm 3.2690 

mdb018.pgm 1.2350 mdb167.pgm 7.2360 

mdb019.pgm 1.2356 mdb175.pgm 0.3250 

mdb020.pgm 1.7778 mdb190.pgm 0.7850 

mdb021.pgm 2.0013 mdb198.pgm 2.3256 

mdb032.pgm 1.2360 mdb204.pgm 1.2360 

mdb063.pgm 2.3650 mdb222.pgm 1.9860 

mdb069.pgm 1.2360 mdb223.pgm 5.2360 

 

In this experiment, we record standard deviation higher than 0.3250 and lower than 10.2354. In 

Table 18, malignant tumor’s standard deviations are enlisted; first and third columns display file 

name of mammogram image; second and fourth columns display standard deviation in pixel 

values. 
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TABLE 18 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS AND THEIR STANDARD 

DEVIATION PIXEL VALUE 

 

Image file name Standard deviation Image file name Standard Deviation 

mdb179.pgm 20.3200 mdb111.pgm 26.2360 

mdb181.pgm 30.2360 mdb105.pgm 24.2360 

mdb184.pgm 25.1236 mdb095.pgm 28.2360 

mdb186.pgm 23.2360 mdb090.pgm 28.3654 

mdb202.pgm 22.3250 mdb092.pgm 24.2360 

mdb206.pgm 32.2150 mdb023.pgm 20.1456 

mdb148.pgm 30.1250 mdb028.pgm 26.3265 

mdb178.pgm 30.2150 mdb058.pgm 24.2350 

mdb141.pgm 30.2150 mdb072.pgm 30.3250 

mdb023.pgm 33.2130 mdb117.pgm 20.2360 

mdb028.pgm 29.2350 mdb158.pgm 30.2500 

mdb184.pgm 27.2550 mdb170.pgm 19.3265 

mdb264.pgm 28.2651 mdb171.pgm 31.3600 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Image file name Standard deviation Image file name Standard Deviation 

mdb265.pgm 26.2540 mdb209.pgm 25.2650 

mdb267.pgm 30.2125 mdb211.pgm 22.3250 

mdb270.pgm 32.3250 mdb213.pgm 36.2360 

mdb271.pgm 26.3200 mdb238.pgm 23.4560 

mdb274.pgm 25.2356 mdb239.pgm 22.2240 

mdb249.pgm 24.2365 mdb239_1.pgm 27.3260 

mdb144.pgm 20.2365 mdb240.pgm 30.3250 

mdb134.pgm 22.2360 mdb241.pgm 22.3260 

mdb130.pgm 23.2540 mdb249.pgm 33.1230 

mdb124.pgm 29.2365 mdb249_1.pgm 21.2360 

mdb125.pgm 36.2350 mdb253.pgm 29.2360 

mdb110.pgm 32.1250 mdb256.pgm 31.2650 

 

In this experiment, we record standard deviation higher than 19.32 and lower than 36.2360. Figures 

24 and 25 show standard deviation (SD) of benign tumors and malignant tumors. SD of benign 
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lesser than 10 but SD of malignant stays between 19 and 37. In our observation, there is no 

overlapping between two datasets. 

 

 

Figure 24. Standard deviation of plot of benign tumors. 

 

Figure 25. Standard deviation of plot of benign tumors 
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Entropy: We calculate entropy of ROI’s pixel values for both benign and malignant tumors. 

Firstly, we show table of results. Therefore, we show graphical plot of both tumors. In Table 19, 

benign tumor’s entropies are enlisted; first and third columns display file name of mammogram 

images; second and fourth columns display entropies in pixel values. 

TABLE 19 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH BENIGN TUMORS AND THEIR ENTROPY PIXEL 

VALUE 

 

Image file name Entropy Image file name Entropy 

mdb001.pgm -5.2130 mdb080.pgm -5.3620 

mdb002.pgm -1.2360 mdb083.pgm 1.2360 

mdb003.pgm -2.3265 mdb091.pgm -2.2360 

mdb004.pgm 0.2542 mdb097.pgm 5.2369 

mdb005.pgm 1.2360 mdb099.pgm -3.2650 

mdb006.pgm 1.9870 mdb104.pgm 0.7450 

mdb007.pgm -1.9541 mdb107.pgm 6.2360 

mdb008.pgm -4.2560 mdb121.pgm -1.2360 

mdb009.pgm -7.2360 mdb126.pgm 1.7860 

mdb010.pgm 9.2560 mdb127.pgm -2.3600 
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TABLE 19 (continued) 

Image file name Entropy Image file name Entropy 

mdb011.pgm 1.2365 mdb132.pgm 2.3260 

mdb012.pgm 2.3250 mdb144.pgm -0.3250 

mdb013.pgm -32.3660 mdb145.pgm 5.2360 

mdb014.pgm -2.3250 mdb150.pgm -1.2360 

mdb015.pgm -2.1200 mdb152.pgm 2.2360 

mdb016.pgm -2.9899 mdb160.pgm 5.2360 

mdb017.pgm 1.3256 mdb163.pgm 4.2360 

mdb018.pgm 2.3155 mdb167.pgm -2.3650 

mdb019.pgm 2.3641 mdb175.pgm 7.2360 

mdb020.pgm 5.3220 mdb190.pgm 5.3260 

mdb021.pgm 3.2136 mdb198.pgm -1.2360 

mdb032.pgm -1.2360 mdb204.pgm 6.2360 

mdb063.pgm 4.2650 mdb222.pgm 8.2369 

mdb069.pgm 0.9840 mdb223.pgm 5.3260 
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In this experiment, we record entropy lies in between 9.2560 and -32.3660. In Table 20, malignant 

tumor’s entropies are enlisted; first and third columns display file name of mammogram images; 

second and fourth columns display entropies in pixel values. 

TABLE 20 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS AND THEIR ENTROPY PIXEL 

VALUE 

 

Image file name Entropy Image file name Entropy 

mdb179.pgm -180.2130 mdb095.pgm -101.0120 

mdb181.pgm -198.2300 mdb090.pgm -140.3200 

mdb184.pgm -140.2300 mdb092.pgm -91.3260 

mdb186.pgm -98.2300 mdb023.pgm -120.3250 

mdb202.pgm -128.2360 mdb028.pgm -190.3250 

mdb206.pgm -121.3200 mdb058.pgm -181.3260 

mdb148.pgm -110.2360 mdb072.pgm -178.2360 

mdb178.pgm -100.2365 mdb117.pgm -169.2360 

mdb141.pgm -85.2360 mdb158.pgm -110.2360 

mdb023.pgm -110.2360 mdb170.pgm -140.2360 
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TABLE 20 (continued) 

Image file name Entropy Image file name Entropy 

mdb028.pgm -99.2360 mdb171.pgm -185.2360 

mdb184.pgm -97.2365 mdb209.pgm -98.3250 

mdb264.pgm -113.3250 mdb211.pgm -94.2360 

mdb265.pgm -123.2300 mdb213.pgm -175.2300 

mdb267.pgm -136.3250 mdb238.pgm -97.2360 

mdb270.pgm -140.3600 mdb239.pgm -113.2650 

mdb271.pgm -97.3260 mdb239_1.pgm -87.2360 

mdb274.pgm -165.3250 mdb240.pgm -177.2360 

mdb249.pgm -178.3250 mdb241.pgm -87.2360 

mdb144.pgm -177.2300 mdb249.pgm -112.0000 

mdb134.pgm -170.3210 mdb249_1.pgm -96.2360 

mdb130.pgm -162.2360 mdb253.pgm -105.2360 

mdb124.pgm -145.2360 mdb256.pgm -94.2360 

mdb125.pgm -175.3200 mdb264.pgm -119.1230 
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TABLE 20 (continued) 

Image file name Entropy Image file name Entropy 

mdb110.pgm -156.3200 mdb265.pgm -142.2360 

mdb111.pgm -112.3600 mdb267.pgm -110.2360 

mdb105.pgm -124.3200 mdb270.pgm -88.2360 

 

In this experiment, we record entropy lies in between -85.2360 and -198.2300. Figures 26 and 27, 

show entropy of benign tumors and entropy of malignant tumors. 

 

 

Figure 26. Entropy of plot of benign tumors. 
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Figure 27. Entropy of plot of malignant tumors. 

 

From above two graphs, we can conclude that malignant tumors have more negative entropy than 

benign tumors. Typically, the chances of malignancy will be more if the entropy is in between   -

85.213 to -199. 

            Skewness: We calculate skewness of ROI’s pixel values of both benign and malignant 

tumors. Firstly, we show two tables of results.  Therefore, we show graphical plots of both types 

tumor. In Table 21, benign tumor’s skewness are enlisted; first and third columns display file name 

of mammogram images; second and fourth columns display skewness in pixel values. 
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TABLE 21 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH BENIGN TUMORS AND THEIR SKEWNESS OF PIXEL 

VALUE 

 

Image file name Skewness Image file name Skewness 

mdb001.pgm -1.2354 mdb080.pgm 10.2600 

mdb002.pgm 38.2560 mdb083.pgm 29.2360 

mdb003.pgm 36.2356 mdb091.pgm 30.1250 

mdb004.pgm 0.1235 mdb097.pgm 21.2600 

mdb005.pgm 40.2365 mdb099.pgm 34.2600 

mdb006.pgm 41.2323 mdb104.pgm -1.2360 

mdb007.pgm 33.2136 mdb107.pgm 10.2365 

mdb008.pgm -9.3266 mdb121.pgm 25.2360 

mdb009.pgm -10.2360 mdb126.pgm 12.5920 

mdb010.pgm 51.2356 mdb127.pgm -2.3650 

mdb011.pgm 42.2316 mdb132.pgm 9.2360 

mdb012.pgm 43.2365 mdb144.pgm 32.2360 

mdb013.pgm 48.2365 mdb145.pgm 25.3600 
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TABLE 21 (continued) 

Image file name Skewness Image file name Skewness 

mdb014.pgm 42.3654 mdb150.pgm -1.0230 

mdb015.pgm 43.2365 mdb152.pgm 6.2360 

mdb016.pgm 44.3265 mdb160.pgm 20.1230 

mdb017.pgm 45.3256 mdb163.pgm 19.2360 

mdb018.pgm 47.2365 mdb167.pgm -2.3650 

mdb019.pgm 45.3269 mdb175.pgm 20.3260 

mdb020.pgm 46.3256 mdb190.pgm 11.2360 

mdb021.pgm 40.2640 mdb198.pgm 10.2360 

mdb032.pgm 35.6520 mdb204.pgm 5.2362 

mdb063.pgm 40.1590 mdb222.pgm 2.3650 

mdb069.pgm -2.3260 mdb223.pgm -1.2360 

 

In this experiment, we record skewness lies in between -85.2360 and -198.2300. In Table 22, 

malignant tumor’s skewness are enlisted; first and third columns display file name of mammogram 

images; second and fourth columns display skewness in pixel values. 
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TABLE 22 

LIST OF MAMMOGRAMS WITH MALIGNANT TUMORS AND THEIR SKEWNESS OF 

PIXEL VALUE 

 

Image file name Skewness Image file name Skewness 

mdb179.pgm 25.1364 mdb090.pgm 2.2300 

mdb181.pgm 12.3260 mdb092.pgm 1.3650 

mdb184.pgm -6.2360 mdb023.pgm 1.9870 

mdb186.pgm -4.2360 mdb028.pgm -3.2650 

mdb202.pgm -1.2360 mdb058.pgm -2.3654 

mdb206.pgm -4.2360 mdb072.pgm -3.6520 

mdb148.pgm -1.3260 mdb117.pgm 1.4569 

mdb178.pgm 2.3650 mdb158.pgm 12.7850 

mdb141.pgm 2.0202 mdb170.pgm -5.2360 

mdb023.pgm 3.2360 mdb171.pgm -2.3260 

mdb028.pgm -4.0230 mdb209.pgm -2.4580 

mdb184.pgm -2.3650 mdb211.pgm 2.2600 

mdb264.pgm 16.2100 mdb213.pgm 10.2360 
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TABLE 22 (continued) 

Image file name Skewness Image file name Skewness 

mdb265.pgm 4.2360 mdb238.pgm 13.2360 

mdb267.pgm -2.3620 mdb239.pgm -2.7890 

mdb270.pgm 3.2360 mdb239_1.pgm 9.2360 

mdb271.pgm 4.3250 mdb240.pgm 10.3260 

mdb274.pgm 3.2500 mdb241.pgm 2.3560 

mdb249.pgm 23.9850 mdb249.pgm -3.2360 

mdb144.pgm -2.6590 mdb249_1.pgm 9.3600 

mdb134.pgm -2.7850 mdb253.pgm -1.2360 

mdb130.pgm -2.9850 mdb256.pgm 13.2560 

mdb124.pgm 2.3698 mdb264.pgm -1.3260 

mdb125.pgm 14.9563 mdb265.pgm 13.5630 

mdb110.pgm -3.7450 mdb267.pgm 10.2360 

mdb111.pgm 2.9870 mdb270.pgm -1.2360 
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In this experiment, we record skewness lies in between -6.2360 and 25.1364. In Figures 28 and 

29, skewness measurement is shown. 

 

Figure 28. Skewness of plot of benign tumors 

 

 

Figure 29. Skewness of plot of malignant tumors 
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The range of skewness of malignant tumors is 22.123 to -6.236 and -10.2360 to 51.2356 for benign 

tumors. We find seven benign tumors inside malignant tumors range. Therefore, skewness alone, 

cannot classify tumors.  

In this section, we describe three geometrical features and five texture features; we show 

that geometrical features have the least significance in breast cancer. Although, Texture features 

can contribute efficiently in breast cancer research. We find a few negligible overlap in texture 

features; this leads us to use scientific methods to quantify these features. In the following section, 

we describe two scientific methods of classification; they are Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(Wald’s method) and Support Vector Machine. 

5.4       Analysis of Feature Values 

The experimental results imply that, single feature cannot classify a complex disease like 

breast cancer. We integrate all features by assigning a weight to each. This weight is calculated by 

SVM and LDA.   

 

5.4.1    Support Vector Machine 

In this method, we calculate normalize value of each feature. The normalization process is 

as follows: STANDARDIZE (feature value, mean of feature range, SD of feature range). 

Standardize function in Microsoft Excel returns normalized value from a distribution by mean and 

standard deviation. This normalized value is multiplied with the calculated weight from SVM. The 

final equation is:  

         (Norm_Radius*-0.0617) + (Norm_Area*0.0189) + (Norm_Peimeter*-0.0617) + 

(Norm_Mean*-1.2258) + (Norm_Global_Mean*-0.5609) + (Norm_Standard_Deviation*-

1.3674) + (Norm_Entropy*1.5363) + (Norm_Skewness*0.4169) + 0.2059. 
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In the above equation, Norm stands for normalize value. We get 100% classification from 

SVM method. A small clip is attached here. A screen shot of spreadsheet of SVM method is shown 

in Figure 30. The entire spreadsheet is illustrated in Appendix B. 

 

 Figure 30. Screen shot of spreadsheet of SVM method. 

5.4.2    Wald’s Method 

Wald’s Method: We use this method of classification method on same dataset of features, 

and we observe change in result of classification. Wald method uses actual feature value, not the 

normalized value of feature. In our experiment, we apply Wald’s method on most significant 

features, which are mean, global mean, standard deviation, and entropy. Here is the formula that 

we use during the classification:  

10.136 + Mean*0.033 + Global_Mean*0.365 + Standard_Deviation*0.185 +   

(-0.016*Entropy). 

In Figure 31, we show a small portion of Wald’s method of classification. The entire spreadsheet 

can be found in Appendix C. Similar to SVM, Wald’s method also provide 100% classification of 

features. In the next chapter, we conclude our work and provide some possible future research 

scopes on this area. 

 

Figure 31. Screen shot of Wald’s method. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPES 

In this research, we analyze mammogram image using computer-based techniques to 

identify and classify benign and malignant tumors. The proposed methodology, firstly, select 

suspicious regions from mammogram image of patient; then it extracts features from detected 

suspicious regions and finally, classifies them by using SVM and Wald’s method and show one 

final decision: benign or malignant. We hope this work will help doctors and researchers in this 

field. Our proposed methodology and computer-based prototype can be a good head start to the 

new researchers in this field. Breast cancer is very complex in the pattern; more research in this 

field will help to develop treatment method. This chapter concludes our work and states some 

possible future scopes.  

6.1       Conclusions 

Breast cancer is a deadly disease to the human race. A large number of women all around 

the world is affected by breast cancer. However, current treatment methods are not adequate. We 

propose a computer-based analysis methodology of mammograms to treat breast cancer. Proposed 

methodology finds doubtful areas; extract hidden attributes of doubtful areas, and finally classify 

them as benign or malignant. Input mammogram is converted into a matrix of their pixel values; 

afterward, this matrix is used to find a different statistical function like mean, entropy, etc.; 

typically known as feature. Finally, the decision is made by classifying extracted features either as 

benign or malignant.  We use open source mammogram images from DDSM and MIAS to evaluate 

the proposed methodology. A prototype of the proposed methodology is developed based on 

MATLAB platform. The experimental results from prototypes shows that feature extraction is a 

promising way to dig into breast cancer field. Although, we observe that geometrical features are 
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less significant compared to texture feature features. Ward's method and SVM provide 100% 

classification of extracted features. Therefore, the proposed system can detect breast cancer and 

by feature extraction, it can classify tumor efficiently. 

6.2       Future Scopes 

Analyzing breast cancer images is very complicated. Our proposed mammogram image 

analysis technique has potential to treat breast cancer. This work can be extended to the following 

directions: 

 Analyze 3D tomosystesis images. 

 A CUDA-based advanced image-processing engine for breast cancer detection. 

 An automated intelligent system to predict image detection system.  
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APPENDIX A 

 SELECTED IMAGES TO SHOW RESULTS 

In this appendix, we briefly discuss the selected 22 images (previously mentioned in Table 6), and 

their results, when run through the proposed methodology. In Table 23, we show the original 

image, after preprocessing stage, and after Region of Interest (ROI) selection.  

TABLE 23 

IMAGES IN DIFFERENT PROCESSING STAGES 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

1. 

      
 

Here, original image name is mdb021.pgm; source of the image is MIAS; the is prediagnosed as 

benign image. During our experiments, we observed the image has a false positive in the lower 

bottom; our proposed system efficiently shows that there is no tumor-clear from preprocessing 

result. The preprocessed result does not have any tumor, although we run the same image in ROI 

detection, we got almost negligible three detections.   
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TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

2. 

         
 

Name of the image is mdb032.pgm. Source name MIAS. This is a benign image; therefore we do 

not get any ROI. 

 

3.   
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Name of the image is mdb063.pgm; source of the image is MIAS. This is a benign tumor, so no 

ROI is detected. 

 

 

TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

4.   

        
 

Name of the mammogram is mdb069.pgm; source MIAS. This is also a benign image, after 

preprocessing, we can visualize milk ducts of the breast. In the ROI detection three very small 

calcium deposition is detected, but there is no tumor. 

5.   

         
 

Mammogram filename mdb080.pgm. We run this ROI in feature detection technique; result 

shows they are benign. 
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TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

6.  

        
 

The name of the mammogram is mdb083.pgm; this a benign breast; nothing is detected in the 

ROI detection process. 

7.   

         
 

The image name is mdb091.pgm; this is a mature breast, therefore milk ducts are larger. However, 

three small ROI is detected; finally, after feature detection, we find them benign. 
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TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

8. 

           
 

Image name is mdb091.pgm; during experiment, we do not see any large abnormal area; even a 

small ROI is detected. 

9.    
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Image name is mdb099.pgm; after preprocessing, we see denser milk ducts. But no abnormal areas 

detected by ROI detection. 

 

TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

10.    

     
 

Image file name mdb104.pgm; apparently, a tumor can be seen, but there is no tumor detected in 

ROI detection.  

11.   
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The image filename is mdb184.pgm; it is a malignant tumor; mentioned in the source MIAS 

database; after preprocessing, we can see a dark spot in the upper part of breast. Two suspicious 

areas are detected, the circular one is tumor; other one is skin of chest. 

TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

 

 12.  

         
 

Image file name is mdb025.pgm; MIAS is source of this image; tumor detected in the ROI 

detection. 
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13.    

        
 

The image file name is mdb025.pgm; source MIAS database. Large tumors are detected by ROI 

detection process. 

TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

14. 

          
 

Image file name is mdb202.pgm, source MIAS, we find two ROI in this image; after feature 

extraction result, upper ROI classified as malignant and the bigger ROI is benign in nature. 

15. 
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Image name is mdb148.pgm; source of the image is MIAS. We find five ROI in this image. After 

feature extraction, we classify this image as malignant. 

TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

16. 
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Original name of the image is mdb150.pgm; source MIAS. We show results, after preprocessing 

and after ROI detection. The upper middle tumor is classified as malignant tumor. 

17. 

      

Image name mdb178.pgm. It is a maliganant in nature. 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

18. 

     
 

The image file name mdb179.pgm, it is an image of MIAS database, it is a malignant in type. 
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19. 

    
 

Above image in takes from DDSM database. Image file name is cancer_04, case A-1077-1. The 

red surrounded area is suspicious area. 

 

 

TABLE 23 (continued) 

Original Image After Preprocessing  After ROI 

20. 

         
 

Above image in takes from DDSM database. Image file name is cancer_04, case A-1075-1. The 

red surrounded area is suspicious area. 

 

21. 
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Above image in takes from DDSM database. Image file name is cancer_12, case D-4032-1. The 

red surrounded area is suspicious area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX B 

SPREADSHEET OF WALD’S METHOD 

In this appendix, we show results from Wald method. In Table 24, we show results for benign 

tumors. 

TABLE 24 

BENIGN TUMORS SPREADSHEET (WARDS METHOD) 

Mean Global Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Entropy Wald’s Method 

130.000 1.022 5.232 -5.213 -4.4214955 

126.000 1.034 6.236 -1.236 -4.42740125 
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115.000 1.016 10.235 -2.327 -4.039387 

105.000 1.050 4.266 0.254 -5.5026738 

110.000 0.946 7.200 1.236 -4.848486 

103.000 0.943 5.266 1.987 -5.4503806 

120.000 1.000 3.254 -1.954 -5.1776529 

108.000 0.945 2.365 -4.256 -5.72128125 

130.000 1.155 4.237 -7.236 -4.5249476 

160.000 1.001 5.215 9.256 -3.674012 

 

TABLE 24 (continued) 

Mean Global Mean Standard 

Deviation 
Entropy Wald’s Method 

122.000 0.855 4.265 1.237 -5.028756 

116.000 0.999 5.236 2.325 -5.0120885 

114.000 1.000 6.254 -32.366 -4.3340406 

119.000 1.000 6.000 -2.325 -4.696695725 

115.000 1.186 2.322 -2.120 -5.444766 

119.000 0.979 2.007 -2.990 -5.432744482 
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107.000 0.923 2.479 1.326 -5.83064485 

99.000 0.855 1.235 2.316 -6.36563734 

98.000 0.846 1.236 2.364 -6.402579175 

100.000 0.785 1.778 5.322 -6.305897618 

156.000 1.162 2.001 3.214 -4.24505635 

 

 

We apply wards method of classification on them; the result of wards method is also shown in the 

table.  We observe that, for all benign tumors, wards method deliver negative values. In Table 25, 

we show results for malignant tumors. 

 

TABLE 25 

MALIGNANT TUMORS SPREADSHEET (WALD’S METHOD) 

Mean Global Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Entropy Wald’s Method 

225.000 2.652 20.320 -180.213 4.8996975 

215.000 2.365 30.236 -198.230 6.587565 

202.000 2.165 25.124 -140.230 4.211771 

195.000 2.365 23.236 -98.230 3.032565 

206.000 2.265 22.325 -128.236 3.670626 
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212.000 2.365 32.215 -121.320 5.624266 

185.000 4.237 30.125 -110.236 4.8522235 

198.000 3.213 30.215 -100.237 4.764304 

184.000 2.365 30.215 -85.236 3.752776 

170.000 3.003 33.213 -110.236 4.478276 

188.000 2.650 29.235 -99.236 4.031501 

200.000 2.000 27.255 -97.237 3.791959 

205.000 2.020 28.265 -113.325 4.4085435 

 

TABLE 25 (continued)  

Mean Global Mean Standard 

Deviation 
Entropy Wald’s Method 

222.000 1.980 26.254 -123.230 4.74137 

184.000 3.980 30.213 -136.325 5.1592125 

178.000 3.456 32.325 -140.360 5.225325 

188.000 4.000 26.320 -97.326 3.954489 

190.000 2.956 25.236 -165.325 4.526726 
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223.000 2.845 24.237 -178.325 5.5983775 

226.000 2.984 20.237 -177.230 4.9905925 

198.000 2.654 22.236 -170.321 4.205506 

178.000 2.001 23.254 -162.236 3.366204 

181.000 3.365 29.237 -145.236 4.7978265 

178.000 3.215 36.235 -175.320 6.42007 

168.000 4.625 32.125 -156.320 5.540516 

165.000 3.265 26.236 -112.360 3.1521815 

206.000 2.327 24.236 -124.320 3.9839525 

 

TABLE 25 (continued)  

Mean Global Mean Standard 

Deviation 
Entropy Wald’s Method 

209.000 3.954 28.236 -101.012 5.044135 

177.000 4.620 28.365 -140.320 4.884019 

170.000 4.325 24.236 -91.326 2.997501 
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We apply Wald’s method of classification on them; the result of Wald’s method is also shown in 

the table.  We observe that, for all malignant tumors, Wald’s method deliver positive values. In 

the proposed system, Wald’s method can classify features 100% correctly.   

In next section, we show result from DDSM database. We use 136 mammograms and 

extract features then run those extracted features in Wald’s method. The screen shot shows we got 

99% successful classification, with only one false negative classification. 
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Figure 32. Classification result of tumors via Wald’s method. 
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APPENDIX C 

SPREADSHEET OF SVM METHOD 

In this current appendix, we show classification result of SVM method. At first we show 

benign tumors result (see Figure 32), therefore malignant tumors result (see Figure 33). 

 

Figure 33. Classification result of benign tumors via SVM method 
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Figure 32, describes features and normalized values of features, which are used during SVM 

classification method. The last column shows final classification result of SVM. For benign tumor, 

the final classification results are positive numbers. In Figure 33, classification result of malignant 

is illustrated.   

 

Figure 34. Classification result of malignant tumors via SVM method. 
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Figure 33, describes classification result of malignant tumors. The result of malignant is a negative 

number. Therefore, SVM can separate benign and malignant tumor just by providing positive and 

negative numbers respectively.  

 

 

 


